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ON THE INTEGRABILITY OF JACOBI FIELDS

ON MINIMAL SUBMANIFOLDS

by

d. S. P. LEUNGi1)

ABSTRACT.   Let M be a minimal submanifold of a Riemannian mani-

fold.   It is proved that every Jacobi field on M is locally the deformation vec-

tor field along M of some one-parameter families of minimal submanifolds.

This fact follows from a theorem on nonlinear elliptic systems which is also

proved in this paper.   The related global problems are also discussed briefly.

1. Introduction.  In response to a question posed in [7], the following

theorem was proved in [4] :   Under the assumption of real analyticity, locally

every Jacobi field on a minimal submanifold can be realized as the deformation

vector field of some one-parameter families of minimal submanifolds.  However,

the technique used in [4] cannot be used to handle the C°° case. In this note

we will prove the above theorem under the assumption that all the data are C°°.

It will follow from a theorem on nonlinear elliptic systems which will be proved

here. The related global problems on Jacobi fields will also be discussed briefly.

The author would like to thank S. S. Chern for his encouragement as well as

R. D. Moyer and M. S. Baouendi for some helpful conversations.

2. Preliminaries.  In this section we will recall some pertinent facts about

strongly elliptic operators.

Let 1/ be a connected bounded open set of R" whose boundary 91/ is a

sufficiently smooth, say, C°° submanifold of R".   For any nonnegative integer

r, and real number 0 < a < 1, let C+a(V) ® C^ denote the space of all C^ val-

ued functions on 1/ whose components possess continuous derivatives up to order

r on 1/ and their derivatives of order r satisfy a uniform Holder condition of order

a. ß = (ß1, . . . , ß") denotes a vector with integral components ß' > 0, \ß\ =

Z/ and Dß = dm/(dxl)ßi • • • (3jc")V   For u E Cr+a(V) ® <f with compo-

nents u' we define the norm

K+«=£   {["'Ir +",+>')}
7=1
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where

[«>],=   Z    sup|£>V(x)|
\ß\<r   XSV

and

\P-Q\a

where the l.u.b. is over P =¿ Q in Fand \ß\ = r. We write | \r+a as | \J+a when

it is necessary to emphasize the domain over which it is defined.

Let L be a uniformly strongly elliptic linear differential operator of order

2m on C2m+a(W) ® (f whose coefficients are C°° on an open set W of R"

such that l/C(|). We will formulate the Dirichlet problem on the domain \J cor-

responding to the operator L as follows:   For given functions /, g E Ca(W) ®

(f find a function u E C2m+a(V) ® CN such that

Lu=f   in I/,     u\iV =g\dV
(2.1)

3r«/9nr| ai/ = àrgldnr\ dV,      r = 1, . . . , m - 1;

9/3n denotes differentiation in the normal direction. The following facts are well

known and can be easily obtained from the basic a priori estimates in [1] and

the standard techniques in the theory of elliptic operators.

Proposition 2.1. If L has constant coefficients and consists only of terms

of order 2m, then the Dirichlet problem (2.1) admits a unique solution.

Proposition 2.2. If the domain V is of sufficiently small diameter, the

Dirichlet problem for the operator L on \J admits a unique solution.

Proposition 23.   Given 1/ for which one has existence and uniqueness of

Dirichlet problem.   There is a constant C> 0 such that for u G C2m+a(V) ® (f

and dhu/dnH = 0, h = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1 we have

(2-2) l«lfM+ö <C\lM)¡.

3. Deformations of solutions of nonlinear strongly elliptic systems. Con-

sider the solution f = (?*) (k = 1.N, f* G C°°(U) ® C, U C R" is open)

of the following system of order 2m,

(3.1) Ffx, Dßu) = 0,      10| < 2m,   j=l,...,N,

in which the F.- are C°° for all values of their arguments near the values of those

arguments along the solution f. We will also assume that the system (3.1) is

strongly elliptic along the solution f in the sense that the linear equations of

variation
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N     9F-
(3.2) £       Z   Mfa(x,tfS)I?wk = 0,     j=l,...,N,

is a strongly elliptic system.  A function v = (vk) is called a variational vector

field along the solution f if it is a solution of the linear equations (3.2).  If f, =

(Çk) is a one-parameter family of solutions of (3.1) such that f0 = f, then obvi-

ously the deformation vector field v = 9ff/9r|f=0 is a variational vector field

along the solution f. That the converse is true, at least locally, is the content of

the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let J" = (ffc), 1 < k < N, be a C°° solution to a C°° system

of the form (3.1) such that it is strongly elliptic along f.   Then locally every C°°

variational vector field v along f is the deformation vector field along f of some

one-parameter families of C°° solutions o/(3.1).

There is no loss of generality to assume that f is defined on an open set in

R" which contains the unit ball centered at 0 E R". We will prove that in a

neighborhood of 0, it is the deformation vector field of some one-parameter fam-

ilies of solutions of (3.1). We will begin with the following lemmas.

Let L be the linear differential operator with constant coefficients defined

by

M ¿%.L Wu-^^^y
\p\—2m

where ÖF/dDßu is the N x N matrix (3F'73I>V), F, as in (3.1) and Dßy =

ow*l(dyl)ßi • ■ • (oy")ß". It follows that L is a strongly elliptic operator.  Let

1/ = {y E Rn\\\y\\ < 1}. For any 0 G C2m+a(\}3) ® CN where W is a connected

open set in R" which contains I/, let T^ be the operator such that for any / G

C2m+a(V) ® (f, r^d/O is the unique solution of the equation Lu = f with

Dirichlet data 9ft0/9n'1, h = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1, on 91/.  Such an operator exists

by Proposition 2.1. The following lemma follows readily from some simple com-

putations and the basic estimate (2.2).

Lemma 32. (a)  The mapping

(3.4) rt:C2m+a(V)®CN-+C2m+a(V)®CN

of the Banach space C2m+a(V) ® (f with norm | \lm+a into itself has contin-

uous Fréchet derivative T^. In fact for f, w E C2m+a(V) ® <f, T'^ißw is the

unique solution of the equation Lu = w with homogeneous Dirichlet data on 91/,

hence T'^(f) is independent of 0 and f.

(b) // <¡>s depends differentiably on a parameter s, then so does IV(/). In
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fact 9/9s(r0 (/)) is a solution of the equation Lu = 0 with Dirichlet data

dlds(d"<j)Jdn") on 91/ hence is independent off.

Consider the following operator introduced by L. Nirenberg in [5, p. 16]

(from now on, we write equations (3.1) in vector form as F = 0):

(3.5) 6ejiw) = T0 [Lw - e2mF(ey, e~^Dßyw)},

where 0 < e < 1.  It is clear that for a fixed e, 6e(j) is continuously differentiable

in the sense of Fréchet as mapping of the Banach space C2m+a(V) ® CN into

itself.  It is also important to note that if de 0 has 77 as a fixed point if and only

if 17 is a solution of the equation,

(3.6) F(ey, e'^D^w) = 0,

with Dirichlet boundary data d"<j)ldnh on 91/. By a homothety this will give a

solution of (3.1) defined for |x| < e. Let <pe E C2m+a(W) ® (f be defined by

(3.7) 4>e(y) = f(ev).

Let A: B —► B be a continuous linear map of a Banach space B with norm | |.

We define the norm \\A\\ of A to be the greatest lower bound of all numbers K

such that |,4x| <K\x\ for all x G B.

Lemma 33.   There exist real numbers b, 8 > 0 such that for all u E

C2m+a(V) ® C* with \u - $b\2m+a <8we have

K,Hiuy\<vt.

Proof. We have by a straightforward computation

(3-8) K,^e) = ^e°Ple

where the operator Z*, for 0 < e < 1 and 0 G C2m(W) ® C*. is defined by

(3.9) Pl = L-    Z     ¿»-M§ruiey.e-WD>*)D'y.
v      ' Ij3|<2m au u

Again here dFldDßu is the N x N matrix (dFjldDßuk).  It follows from the defi-

nition of the operator L that the coefficients of the operator P%e are 0(e) as e

—► 0.  Using (2.2) and Lemma 3.2 we have

(3.10) \e'e><s>e(<Pe)M2m+a < C\P;e(w)\a < ec\w\2m+a

for some constant c\ Therefore by choosing b sufficiently small we have

||0'     (tpb)\\ < 1/3.  Since 6'b 0 («) depends continuously on u, we can find 8

such that for \u - <t>b\< S, then \\9'b¡0b(u)\\ < lA.   Q.E.D.
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Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 will be needed in the construction of the one-param-

eter family of solutions of (3.1) which depends differentiably on the parameter.

Lemma 3.4 is in [6, p. 14].

Lemma 3.4(Contracting mapping principle). Let Xbea complete metric

space and 0: Q.—* X.   (¿open in Xand assume d(\}/(x), 000) < ad(x, y) with

0 < a < 1 where d(x, y) is the distance between x and y.  Moreover suppose

there exists Z0 E (¿such that d(Z0, X\Q) > 8 and d(Z0, 0(ZO)) < 5(1 - a) for

some 5 > 0. If we define a sequence {Zn}™=0 inductively by Zn+X — 0(Z„),

then each Zn lies in Q, lim^^Z,, = Z„ is a fixed point of 0 and d(Z0, Z„) <

8.

Remark.   In our application of this lemma, X is a Banach space with norm

1 | and 0: Q—► X is a mapping possessing continuous Fréchet derivative 0'(u)

for all u E Qsuch that ||0'(")ll < H.  It then follows from the mean value theo-

rem that |0(x) - 00)1 < lâ\x -y\.

Lemma 3.5.  Let {a„}"=0 be some sequence in a Banach space with norm

I | such that for some positive constants cx, c2 and a the following inequalities

are satisfied,

K+l\<cl+e-a\a„\,

(3.11)
K + l-<tn\<c2e-nan\+e-a\an-a„_x\.

Then {an} is a Cauchy sequence.

Proof.   A simple induction argument gives

(3.12) K\<cx"f e~ka + e-C-^kol.
k=0

The sequence {an} is therefore bounded by c,/(l - e~a) + \a0\. So we can

assume

(3.13) \an + x -an\<Ke-"a+e-a\an-an_x\

for some positive constant K. Another simple induction gives

K+i -an\<nKe-na+e-"a\ax -a0\.

Therefore 2~=0 \an + x - an\ is a convergent series.   {an} is thus a Cauchy se-

quence.   Q.ED.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Define a function 0e t in an open neighborhood

of F by

(3.14) 0£,fO) = S(ey) + tv(ey),     tE(-l, 1).
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Let \¡/tt: C2m+a(V) ® (f -*■ C2m+a(l/) ® (f be defined by

(3.15) 4>eJ(w) = r0£t[Lw - e2mF(ey, e~^Dßyw)].

By Lemma 3.2(a) we have \¡/'b tiu) = 0£>,0i,(u)> hence by Lemma 3.3 we have

lli/'J, f(u)ll < Vi for \u - <¡>b\2m+a < °" (ana" f°r 3U 0-  Using Lemma 3.2(b), we

have that Üb.tiQb) depends continuously on t. Since tybto(<t>b) = ^b*tnere ex"

ists a number p such that for |f | < p, we have

(3.16) \^b,Áh)-h\2m+a<1^.

For every |r| < p, define a sequence {w„f} by setting wot = (¡>bt and wn + lt

— ipb t(wn t). By Lemma 3.5 and the remark after it we have \wn t - 0¿,l2m+a

<S and the sequence {vvn f} converges in the norm | l2m+a.  In fact, for |r| <

P» {w„ f} converges uniformly with respect to t. If we put wt = lim^^^w,,^

for |r| < p, we have a one-parameter family of solutions of the equations (3.6)

with w0 = (¡>b. We will next prove that wt depends differentiably on t. Using

Lemma 3.2, we have that for n finite, |f | <p,wnt depends differentiably on t.

It follows that (Z>* as defined in (3.9) and (3.8))

9/9'K+i,,) = 9/9s(^>„jf))|i=f + r;fc ( o PbWn t[Wt(wnj]

(3.17)

= dldsWbiS(w„it))\s=t + ^>„(f)[9/9rK(f)].

From Lemma 3.2(b) and (3.15) it follows that the first term in the left-hand

side of (3.17) is independent of wn t. Therefore there exists a constant cx such

that

(3.18) l9/9íK + 1)f)l2m+a <cx + #|9/9iK>f)l2m+a

for |i| < p. We have also

9/3'K + i,r)-9/9'(vv)

(3.20) ^^^M1^^"^-1^1

+ (P»n,t-P»n-i,t)[b,bt(yV»-1<<)]}

= *'b>t(wntt)[dlöt(wntt) - olbt(wn_xJ)

+ r;M°(^„>f-^„_lí)[9/9Kw„_1>()].
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Since \wn t-<PD\2m <8 for all n and |f| < p, the moduli of the coefficients of

the linear operator Pbw nf -PWn-lit are bounded by

(3.21) c3\wnt-wn_xJ2m+a < (lâfc3\wXtt -w0jf|2m+a

for some constant c3. Using (2.2) and Lemma 3.2(a) we have

[r'*b,t ° V™n,t-P»n-X,)m{W»-^)] '2«+«

<^(PtB,f-/,-«-i,r)I3/3í(M'»->.')íl<»

(3.22)

< (iÁ)"cc3\witt-w0<t\2m+a\olot(wn_Xtt)\2m+a

< QA)nc2\6ldt(wn¡t)\2m+a

for some constants c2 and c"3.

Since H0ftjf(w„f)|| < % we have from (3.20) and (3.22) that

\^t(wn + Xtt)-olot(wnt)\2m+a

(3.23)
< 0*)"c2|9/9r(w„jf)|2m+a + Wldt(wnt) - 9/9iK_1>f)l2m+a.

It follows from Lemma 3.5 that for \t\ <p, the sequence {d/dt(wn f)} converges.

Since the constants in (3.18) and (3.23) are independent of t, {d/dt(wn f)} con-

verges uniformly with respect to t. Hence by a standard theorem in analysis, we

can conclude that wt depends differentiably on t and, for |r| < p, 9wf/9r =

lim„_„9/9/;(w„jf).

Let \]b = {x E R"| \x\ < b}. For |r| < p, define ff E C2m(Vb) ® (f by

Çt(x) - wt(x/b). Obviously, ff is a one-parameter family of solutions of (3.1)

such that f0(x) = Ç(x) for x E Vb. It remains to show that 9ff(jc)/9r|f=0 = v(x)

for xE\Jb. We can assume by making b smaller if necessary that the Dirichlet

problem for (3.2) on \Jb has a unique solution (cf. Proposition 2.2). Now it fol-

lows from the way fr was constructed and Lemma 3.2 (6) that 9ff/9r|f=0 has

the same Dirichlet data as it on b\Jb. 9ff/9i|f=0 also satisfies (3.2). Therefore

9Jf/9r|f=0 = u on \Jb.  Finally it follows from Theorem 12.1 in [1] that, for

each fixed t, ff is in fact a C°° solution of (3.1).   Q.E.D.

Remarks. 1. Theorem 3.1 holds true under weaker differentiability assump-

tions on the equations (3.1) as well as on the data f and v. However, this is suf-

ficient for our purpose in the present paper where we assume, as is usually done

in differential geometry, all the data to be C°°.
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2. If the system (3.1) as well as the data in Theorem 3.1 are real, then

obviously the one-parameter family of solutions of (3.1) constructed above is

also real.

4. Local integrability of Jacobi fields on minimal submanifolds.  Let /: M

—► N be a C°° minimal submanifold of a C°° Riemannian manifold N. If the

dimension of M is greater than one, in terms of local coordinates, f(M) can be

considered as solutions to a system of nonlinear partial differential equations F = 0

(see, for example, [2, p. 178]). It is not difficult to check that F = 0 is strongly

elliptic along/(M). The following fact is well known ([7, Theorem 3.31]):  Let

ft: M —► N, t E (-a, a) and a > 0, be a one-parameter family of minimal sub-

manifolds which depends differentiably on t.   Then the normal components of

its deformation vector field along f0(M) define a Jacobi field on f0(M). A proof

of this fact under different notations was given in [4]. (The equations of varia-

tion were defined in a somewhat different context in [4], but when applied to

minimal submainfolds, it is equivalent to our present definition.)  In fact, using

a computation similar to the one indicated in [4, p. 357] (see also errata to [4]

at the end of this paper), it is not difficult to show that the equations of varia-

tion of the system F = 0 (or the equivalent exterior differential system) along

f(M) are precisely the Jacobi equations of the minimal submanifold f(M), that is,

the tangential components of the variational vector field do not enter into the

equations of variation.  After this observation, the following theorem is a corol-

lary of Theorem 3.1 and the remarks after it.

Theorem 4.1.  Let M be a C°° minimal submanifold of a C°° Riemannian

manifold, then every Jacobi field on M is locally the deformation vector field

along M of some one-parameter families of C°° minimal submanifolds.

Of course we can only apply Theorem 3.1 when dimension of M is greater

than one.  However, when dimension of M is one, Theorem 4.1 is classical.  From

now on we will say that a Jacobi field on a minimal submanifold M of a Rie-

mannian manifold is integrable if it is the deformation vector field along M of a

one-parameter family of minimal submanifolds. Thus Theorem 4.1 says that

every C°° Jacobi field is locally integrable.

5. Remarks on global integrability of Jacobi fields. The global problem on

the integrability of Jacobi fields is quite different.  In fact, it is not true that all

C°° Jacobi fields are globally integrable; not even in the one-dimensional case, in

spite of the fact that Jacobi fields on open geodesic segments are always integra-

ble. We will next describe some examples due to F. J. Almgren.

Let M be the surface in E3 defined by the equation x2 + y2 + z4 = 1 and
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C be the geodesic on M defined by the equations x   + y   = 1, z = 0. It is

easy to check that M has zero Gaussian curvature along C and positive Gaussian

curvature elsewhere. Using these facts, it is straightforward to see that the vec-

tor field 9/9z, when restricted to C, defines a Jacobi field which will be denoted

by v. We claim that v is not integrable.

Proof. Suppose v is integrable. Let Ct, t E (-a, a) and a > 0, be a C°°

one-parameter family of closed geodesic such that C0 — C and its deformation

vector field on C is v. Since v ¥= 0 on C, there exists a 0 < e < a such that Ce

does not intersect C. Then using an argument like that in the proof of Theorem

1 of [3], the compactness of Ce and C, the fact that M has Gaussian curvature

everywhere positive except on C, and the second variation formula of Synge, we

have a contradiction.   Q.E.D.

Appropriate Cartesian products of the above example with copies of S1

yield corresponding counterexamples of any dimension and codimension.

On the other hand, one can prove that every Jacobi field on a totally geo-

desic submanifold M is equal to the projection into the normal space of M of

some Killing vector fields of 5" (Lemma 5.17 and Lemma 5.19 of [7]). Using

this, it is not difficult to see that all the Jacobi fields on M are induced by some

one-parameter groups of isometries of S".

There still remains the interesting problem of investigating the sufficient

conditions for the global integrability of Jacobi fields on compact minimal sub-

manifolds. We hope to return to this problem in the future.

6. Errata for [4]. We like to take this opportunity to correct some errors

in [4].

Page 338, line 22:   "Tm(M)" should read "Tm(N)".

Page 356, line 11 should read:

t J d9a = Z Z Taco, A • • • Acoy., A co//3 Aco/+ x.
ß,i j* i

Page 356, line 15 should read: "+ terms at least linear in uy or 0a".

Page 357, line 15:   "Raß = e*(oa0)" should read "e*(Raß) and e*(oaß)

also as Raß and oaß respectively".
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